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Abstract
Capacity regions in multiuser information theory were traditionally established using an achievability
argument and converses to corresponding rate regions. Recently, however, capacity regions have been
established, for non-trivial and important classes of channels (such as additive Gaussian noise models and
others), by optimizing functionals on probability spaces generated from inner or outer bounds and showing
that the bounds match for these channels. Optimization ideas have also been used to determine if certain
achievable regions proposed in the literature are optimal or sub-optimal in general. The study of these nonconvex optimization problems required developing new insights and techniques. In this talk, I will outline
the ideas involved in obtaining the results, as well as illustrate the relationship of these problems to
hypercontractivity and related notions studied primarily outside information theory. I will present some
unifying observations across the family of optimization problems that we have managed to solve, and state
some elementary instances of similar problems whose solutions would be of immense interest.
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